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Abstract—The study is to propose the structural equation model for sustainability in higher education about the use of cloud learning based on the technology acceptance model. Also, this well-known implemented-model was developed by Davis et al.’s technology acceptance model (TAM). The researchers instituted the hypothesized internal hierarchy among content quality, cloud computing, and social cloud for sustainability usage. The informed hypothesis was obtained from a scientific method known as the systematic literature review. After that, the higher education institute in Thailand has given attention to the burgeoning of cloud learning due to the additional demand in line with technology development for tertiary instruction in the country.

Nevertheless, the strength of its usage is not very outstanding, and there is a need to understand the student’s attitude on the sustainability usage of cloud learning from the perspectives of the technology acceptance model. This study indicated that sustainability usage was a significant predictor towards student to use cloud learning. As a result, it is seen that pupils' attitude plays a vital role in contributing to the sustainability to use cloud learning. The consequence of this study is expected to improve and upgraded cloud learning to be beneficial according to the needs of the students.
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1 Introduction

The higher education institutes in Thailand aim to improve and incorporate diverse types of learning resources for formal and informal learning [1]. These institutes construct the infrastructure and service systems besides build ubiquitous individualized learning environments for the 21st century [2]. Meanwhile, the cloud computing should build upon learning network. For instance, a lifelong learning platform is by integrating resources in various networks; cloud service provides users with flexible,
on-demand and low-cost information services via the Internet. Therefore, to build intelligent education cloud platforms not only can meet the demands of the development plan, but also can help to build a smart or intelligent city. An intelligent city can proactively facilitate the building of intelligent educational, cultural systems and the development of intelligent education.

To reach the intelligent education, it should implement cloud learning in the institutes. Cloud learning is gaining popularity worldwide, reducing the temporal and spatial problems associated with the traditional form of education [3]. The primary aspects behind using cloud learning are not only to improve access to education, and quality of learning, but also to reduce the cost and improve the cost-effectiveness of education. The growth of the cloud market can be demonstrated by the fact that the global cloud market is expected to reach 300 billion dollars by 2021 growing at a cumulative average growth rate of 21% this year [4]. In addition to this, almost 40% of this will come from software as a service (SaaS) with a quarter to come from what Gartner calls cloud business process service (BPaaS) - delivering business process outsourcing (BPO) and 22% to come from infrastructure as a service (IaaS). However, it will outstrip BPaaS by 2021 according to Gartner’s prediction. In three years total public cloud service revenues will surpass $300 billion, with SaaS accounting for 38% of that total, IaaS 27% and BPaaS 19%. SaaS will also hit 45% of total application software spending by 2021. Nevertheless, Platform as a service (PaaS) will comprise 8% of the total public cloud market this year at relatively princely 15 billion dollars, while cloud management and security services will total 10.5 billion dollars.

Regardless of quite a few benefits of cloud learning such as improving access to education and training, refining the superiority of learning, sinking the cost and improving the cost-effectiveness of education, retentive students in such platforms is a crucial challenge with an in-height attrition degree. Hence, the significant concentration of research remains on how to retain cloud learning users and propose the sustainability of cloud learning in higher education institutes in Thailand.

2 Proposed Model

Fig. 1. Proposed model for acceptance cloud learning for sustainability in higher education institutes
Table 1. Critical factors for acceptance cloud learning for sustainability in higher education institutes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content quality (CQ)</td>
<td>The standards of content quality representing as accuracy, renewal, integrity, briefly and availability and easily accessible by the user (student) or the administrator (teacher).</td>
<td>[5-11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud computing (CC)</td>
<td>Cloud computing is the use of several services, for example, software development platforms, servers, storage, and software, over the internet, frequently mentioned to as the cloud. It is mutual to classify cloud computing services as infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) or software as a service (SaaS).</td>
<td>[12-16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social cloud (SC)</td>
<td>It is interactive and collaborative behavior between computer users. Personal computing is an individual user activity in that one user generally commands computing. In the social cloud, the Internet allows users to interact through many mediums, including social media sites, blogs, microblogs, multiplayer games, Wikis, instant messaging and open-source development</td>
<td>[17-23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness (PU)</td>
<td>It is the degree to which an individual believes that using a particular system would enhance his/her job performance.</td>
<td>[24-33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use (PEOU)</td>
<td>The perceived level of the effort necessary for the use of the cloud learning.</td>
<td>[6, 24, 32, 34-38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net benefit (NB)</td>
<td>It was exaggerated by system use and by user satisfaction with the system.</td>
<td>[31, 33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction (SA)</td>
<td>It is the opinions of the students on cloud learning.</td>
<td>[29, 37, 39-42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability Usage (SU)</td>
<td>The level of sustainability usage of cloud learning.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Literature Review

3.1 Content quality

Aladwani and Palvia [43] well-defined the overall concept of website quality as users’ evaluation of the website’s features meeting users’ requirements and reflecting overall excellence of the website. The researchers considered users’ beliefs about content quality attributes (for example accuracy, clarity, conciseness, and so on) as an essential component in their conceptualization.

The learning content refers to any designed digital source (such as lectures, courses, assignments, images, quizzes, and so on), and the quality of content refers to the suitability of content to users regarding reliability, currentness, and appropriateness [44]. Learning content quality is one of the main components of the cloud learning success, because that the main idea of using this system is learning, so if the quality of learning content does not be at a certain level, the goal of cloud learning alongside its users (learning efficiently and effectively) will not be attained. Content quality is the quality of the system output and measures semantic success. Some of the indicators for measuring the content quality are [45]:
According to [5], the researchers worked to understand the attitude of Turkish EFL learners towards technology and to determine the role of these factors in the academic achievement of the participants. Moreover, [6] was to investigate the effect of Self-Efficacy, Subjective Norm, Enjoyment, Computer Anxiety and Experience on students’ Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and Perceived Usefulness (PU) of an e-portfolio system and their Behavioural Intention (BI) to use the system for learning. [7] was to propose a unified model integrating the technology acceptance model (TAM), task fit technology (TTF) model, MOOCs features and social motivation to investigate continuance intention to use MOOCs. [8] tried to examine an integrated model of TAM and D&M to explore the effects of quality features, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness on users’ intentions and satisfaction, alongside the mediating effect of usability towards the use of e-learning in Iran. [9] proposed and empirically examined a new construct, compatible quality of social media content, which complements to information by expanding prior online content quality research elsewhere the traditional focus on non-fit quality beliefs. [10] proposed an assessment of geometrical content of 3D models for Heritage Building Information Modelling (hBIM) without reference measurements and independently of the data acquiring method or point cloud resolution. [11] studied the interplay between network investment and content quality on the Internet, and investigates the implications to the net neutrality regime.

### 3.2 Cloud computing

Cloud is a term that emerged in the telecommunication field when virtual private network (VPN) services for data communications were established in the early 1990s [46]. Similarly, cloud computing provides shared services that are allocated dynamically to meet the requirements of the organizations and users [47]. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defined cloud computing as a model for permitting ubiquitous, appropriate, on-demand network admission to a shared pool of configurable computing resources that could be provisioned promptly and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction [48]. According to [46] cloud computing is possessing the following essential features:

- Resources are self-provisioned automatically depending on-demand
• Service charges depend on access and usage of the monitored resources
• Resources are elastic and are scaled depending on the load
• Accessible from any networked device
• Resources can be pooled enabling independent multi-tenancy

Various service models or cloud computing services stacks are used to deliver these services. These comprise of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). The service models are classified according to the service type and with specific responsibilities being placed on the client and service providers respectively. The IaaS models deliver computing services for data security, storage and computing resources such as Virtual Machine (VM) for running applications [49]. The VM is scaled dynamically to meet the varying user requirements, and a pay-as-you-go model is used to charge for the services [46].

Learning needed for a new generation of students are different from their predecessors [50]. As a result, the researchers favor increased use of technology and its successful applications [51]. The cloud computing applications can benefit students by providing them with quick connections to the core materials and with each other. According to [50], cloud computing can provide higher educations with the following benefits: (a) allowing for the use of the users own personal workspace; (b) facilitating interactive teaching and learning communities; (c) no need for backup due to shared cloud storage; and (d) the availability of large amounts of processing power. Cloud computing can also provide a digital learning environment, personal portfolio, and web-based self-service options for students and faculty alike. The potential gains that cloud computing can bring to the higher learning environments are numerous while the potential risks include the concerns about security, privacy, and issues related to the reliability and performance of the technology [52]. Cloud computing can also provide a digital learning environment, personal portfolio, and web-based self-service options for students and faculty alike. In [52], the benefits of cloud computing for students are described as: (a) ubiquitous availability of online applications; (b) flexibility to create structured learning environments; (c) support for mobile learning; and (d) scalability.

According to [12], the researchers attempt to develop a hybrid model to forecast motivators influencing the acceptance of cloud computing services by information technology (IT) professionals. Then, [13] focused on the relations between variables recognized in the literature that are measured to be manipulating use and perceptions of technology for apprentice students of technology at a mid-sized university in Southeast Michigan. [14] presented a survey of IoT and Cloud Computing with a focus on the security issues of both technologies. [15] aimed to investigate the antecedents and consequences of cloud computing adoption in education to achieve knowledge management. [16] examined external auditors' perceptions of the reasons why organizations do or do not adopt cloud computing.
3.3 Social cloud

Social clouds deliver the competence to share resources among participants within a social network—leveraging on the trust relationships already existing between such participants. In such a system, users can trade resources between each other rather than make use of capability offered at a (centralize) data center. Although such an environment has significant potential for improving resource utilization and making available additional capacity that remains dormant, incentives for sharing remain a significant hurdle limiting its useful. Thus, a social cloud is a blend of both cloud computing and social computing. With social networks, individual users suffer from limited capabilities. The various cloud providers available are Amazon EC2/S3 [53], Google App Engine [54], Microsoft Azure [55], and other small-scale open Clouds like Nimbus [56] and Eucalyptus [57]. These clouds provide access to resources using pre-dominantly posted price mechanisms. A social cloud is defined in [58] as a scalable computing model in which the virtualized resources contributed by a user is dynamically provisioned amongst a group of friends. A social cloud is shown in Figure 3.

[17] recommended that the use of Apps in m-learning and the use of cloud services can boost the ease and access to online learning to users and organizations. [18] presented a container-based cloud resource bartering (CRB) model for sharing user’s computational resources through a social network. In our approach, the researchers had integrated a Facebook account with the computational cloud to enable tenants to
share their unused cloud resources with other users. [19] was to understand the recent trends of social media use, the phenomenon of distractions and factors out convincing students for the academic use of social media. [20] also presented the system design, development, and analysis. The technology was based on the BOINC open source software, their hybrid Cloud, Facebook Graph API and their development in a new Facebook API, SocialMedia. [21] summarized under their concept of crowd social media computing, the researchers investigated and modeled the characteristics of the social media ecosystem, the researchers discussed the characteristics of crowd computing, and then the researchers demonstrated how crowd computing could play a pivotal role in emerging social media applications. The researchers also propose a new approach to evaluate the impact of crowd computing on the issue of social media Return of Investment (ROI). [23] studied and served as a baseline by which cloud service providers, the ministry of education, and educational institutions could make strategic and healthy decisions about adoption of cloud-based technology in educational environments. [22] found that the most causal factors for use or cloud computing are technology readiness, individual readiness, organization support, environment and, security and privacy.

3.4 Perceived usefulness

Perceived usefulness was introduced by Davis [59] as a TAM construct [7, 60-63], defined as the perceived degree to which an individual believes that via a specific service or system will improve his or her task performance [59, 64]. Davis’ definition focused on the aspect of individual performance. Chang [65] recognized perceived usefulness as performance expectancy. The researcher confirmed that with the help of mobile library apps to find university libraries' data, users could improve their work performance. Therefore, their use intention is stronger. Sheikhshoaei and Oloumi [66] found that perceived usefulness affects the attitude toward librarians' IT acceptance. Kim [67] noted that positive relationships exist between perceived usefulness and intention to use in mobile library service. Xu et al. [68] indicated that perceived usefulness positively influences the actual intention to use digital library services.

[6] was to investigate the influence of Self-Efficacy, Subjective Norm, Enjoyment, Computer Anxiety and Experience on students’ Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and Perceived Usefulness (PU) of an e-portfolio system and their Behavioral Intention (BI) to use the system for learning. [36] explored the moderating effect of tie (perceived similarity) on the allocation of ease of use (quantity of strength essential to use library resources) and usefulness (the degree to which using library resources would develop performance) from print resources to automated resources, with the view in mind of facilitating the effective use of online automated resources in Chinese university libraries. [34] studied scopes of PU and PEU of an e-government service, and measured the influence of PU, PEU, Social Norms, Facilitating Conditions, and Trust in the direction of personal acceptance of a new e-government service in a developing country. [35] aimed to explore and make user satisfaction model for e-learning using smartphone applications in Mulawarman University. [24] had implemented enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems to have a standardized infor-
mation system (IS) in their particular organizations and to re-engineer their business processes. [25] studied typically predict behavioral outcomes by investigating the relationship between attitudes and intentions, though the intention may not be the superlative predictor of actual behavior. [26] studied typically predict behavioral outcomes by investigating the relationship between attitudes and intentions, though the intention may not be the greatest predictor of precise behavior. [27] proposed a detailed framework to measure instructors’ satisfaction of using LMS. The findings prove that perceived usefulness and service quality are taking the highest share on affecting the instructor satisfaction. [28] aimed to examine credit receiving university students' motivation to use K-MOOCs. [29] was to identify factors by proposing a Technology Acceptance Model of an Academic and Administrative Information System. University population is described, both private and public. [30] examining the implications of the explosion of new media and web technologies, which may offer the potential for improving food risk and benefit communication. [31] focused on EA service capability and developed and tested a new research model that explains how EA service brings benefits to organizations. [32] was to find out whether using a specially developed isometric template helps students to reduce time and efforts while drawing isometric drawing. [33] explored the differences in the process by which local, national and foreign branded banks can integrate their online platforms into their relational efforts.

3.5 Perceived ease of use

Perceived ease of use was presented as a TAM construct [69] and is defined as the degree that using a specific technology will be permitted from determination [59, 64]. Perceived ease of use is definite as the degree to which individuals feel free from attractive in mental and physical efforts for a mobile library app. Studies above have supported the notion that there are positive relationships between perceived ease of use and assertiveness, perceived ease of use and usefulness, and perceived ease of use and intention to use. Joo and Choi [70] found that perceived ease of use is an essential factor of perceived usefulness and attitude in apprentices' variety of online library resources when academic accomplishment tasks. Supplementary, a positive relationship between perceived ease of use and intention to use has been confirmed in mobile library services [67]. Additionally, Sheikhshoaei and Oloumi [66] found that perceived ease of use affects perceived usefulness and attitude to use for librarians' IT acceptance. [37] was to investigate the factors, which directly or indirectly influence mobile applications’ adoption by users. [32] was to investigate the factors, which directly or indirectly influence mobile applications’ adoption by users. [38] was to search and examine the factors which influence customer satisfaction towards Internet banking. [27] proposed a detailed framework to measure instructors’ satisfaction of using LMS. [29] was to identify which factors influence on engineering students about their acceptance of an academic administrative information system in private universities in Lima, Peru.
3.6 Satisfaction

Revisions above have definite that satisfaction is positively associated with the intention of using the service [68, 71]. For instance, Xu et al. [68] found that user satisfaction positively influences the actual intention to use digital library services. Similarly, Bhattacherjee [71] demonstrated that initial satisfaction with an information system has positive effects on the intention to keep using the system. Additionally, Park and del Pobil [72] found that service and system satisfaction has a significant effect on the behavioral intention to use mobile communication services.

3.7 Net benefit

The ultimate touchstone of system success is the net benefits the system generates for the organization, including cost savings, expanded markets, and time savings [73]. It may be an essential concern for organizations to encourage positive attitudinal change or careful use of the system, but eventually, the goal is to bring about an increase in net benefits. However, researchers of mandatory software use rarely included net benefits in their models, with one exception being Lee and Park [74]. The researcher's study found that user satisfaction with the system is positively related to perceived market performance. Extensive studies have shown a significant satisfaction-performance relationship [73, 74]. IS success model incorporated this link, as well as a relationship between system users and net benefits. Use of the system is purported to generate positive or negative net benefits, which, through a feedback loop, can impact future use behavior and satisfaction.

4 Hypothesis

![Diagram](http://www.i-jet.org)

**Fig. 3.** The hypothesis of the proposed acceptance cloud learning for sustainability in higher education institutes covering TAM concepts

The followings are the hypothesis of proposed acceptance cloud learning for sustainability in higher education institutes covering TAM concepts

- H1: Content quality has a positive association with perceived usefulness.
• H2: Content quality has a positive association with perceived ease of use.
• H3: Cloud computing has a positive association with perceived usefulness.
• H4: Cloud computing has a positive association with perceived ease of use.
• H5: Social cloud has a positive association with perceived usefulness.
• H6: Social cloud has a positive association with perceived ease of use.
• H7: Social cloud has a positive association with satisfaction.
• H8: Content quality has a positive association with net benefit.
• H9: Perceived ease of use has a positive association with perceived usefulness.
• H10: Perceived usefulness has a positive association with satisfaction.
• H11: Perceived usefulness has a positive association with net benefit.
• H12: Perceived usefulness has a positive association with sustainability usage.
• H13: Perceived ease of use has a positive association with sustainability usage.
• H14: Perceived ease of use has a positive association with satisfaction.
• H15: Net benefit has a positive association with sustainability usage.
• H16: Satisfaction has a positive association with sustainability usage.

5 Conclusion

This study is attempting to apply newly proposed sustainability for cloud learning framework to enhance the higher education institutes in Thailand. The findings of this research found that the number of users uses cloud learning is low. As well the communication between the students and faculty member by mean of technology is likewise low and is not motivated by the actual facilities used by users in their daily life, and user’s expectations compared to the real deal do not reach the actual user’s needs. The research used an experiment through the implementation of the new system and used the sampling test, and it is a reliable tool to examine and measure user satisfaction.

To conclude, the overall finding confirmations are quality content, cloud computing, social cloud, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, net benefit, satisfaction, and sustainability usage. As critical success factors, the impact of the use of sustainability for cloud learning in higher education institutes could be accompanied to validate this finding by developing an instrument and take a survey of higher education institutes in Thailand.
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